Snoqualmie Ranger District
Highway 410 Shooting Regulations
Target shooting is only permitted on National Forest Lands if it is done SAFELY!
It is prohibited:
To shoot from or across any roadway or any trail. (36 CFR 261.10D)
To shoot into or across any rivers, streams, or bodies of water. (36 CFR 261.10D)
To shoot within 450 feet of any campsite, residence, building, developed site, or other potentially
occupied area (including roads and trails!) (36 CFR 261.10D)
To shoot into any cave. (36 CFR 261.10D)
To shoot in any manner that might expose any people or property to injury or damage. (36 CFR
261.10D)
To shoot in a manner that destroys or damages any property or natural resource of the United States
(including trees, signs, stumps, buildings) (36 CFR 261.9A)
To shoot any incendiary rounds or tracer bullets. (36 CFR 261.52B)
To shoot any explosive targets, including propane/fuel tanks and Tannerite. (36 CFR 261.52B)

REMEMBER!
Always shoot towards a backstop large enough to stop all rounds!
Trees, stumps, and brush are not adequate backstops, and shooting them is considered resource
damage.
Glass objects, appliances, and other irregular targets are safety hazards, and should not be used.
Shooting food items can cause lead poisoning to animals that eat it after you leave.
Leaving behind debris or garbage of any kind (including shell casings) is a violation of USFS regulations.
Failure to remove all debris and garbage may result in shooting areas being closed permanently!

Citations can be issued for violations of target shooting regulations under US CFR Title 36.
36 CFR 261.10D - It is prohibited to discharge a firearm or any other implement capable of taking human life,
causing injury, or damaging property as follows:
In or within 150 yards of a residence, building, campsite, developed recreation site or occupied area, or
Across or on a National Forest System road or a body of water adjacent thereto, or in any manner or
place whereby any person or property is exposed to injury or damage as a result in such discharge.
Into or within any cave.
36 CFR 261.11B, D (b) It is prohibited to possess or leave refuse, debris, or litter in an exposed or unsanitary condition.
(d) Failing to dispose of all garbage is prohibited, including any paper, can, bottle, sewage, waste water
or material, or rubbish either by removal from the site or area, or by depositing it into receptacles or at
places provided for such purposes.
36 CFR 261.9A - It is prohibited to damage any natural feature or other property of the United States.
36 CFR 261.52B – It is prohibited to use an explosive on National Forest Land.

